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The following information is classified RESTRICTED.  Its use is strictly internal to the 

USS Penelope and Federation vessels only.  Please guard it and use it for authorized 

purposes only.  

 

(Note to readers: This information isn’t really classified as it is all fiction.) 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Changes in this version 
1) Changed the Penelope’s Registry number to what it really is. 
2) Changed the focused scan radius to 100ly instead of 500ly, because really – that’s just absurd – lol. 
3) Added “Navigation” to the list of departments.  Didn’t forget about you guys.   
4) On the suggestion of whiterabbit85, added “buckypaper” as the primary hull construction. 
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Ventura Class Heavy Carrier Specifications 

Length: 2500 Meters 

Width: 680-700 Meters at the widest point 

Breadth: 500-650 Meters 

Hull: Super Carbon Structure “buckypaper” armor plating and hull inlay with meshwork 

design.. 

Power Generation: Power generation is created from the on-board generators included 

in the Dual Super-Quad 51J FTL "Bender" Drives used to drive the wormhole creators.  

Once the drives are activated, they are self-sustaining for a period of up to ten years on 

normal operation mode.  Increased periods of combat or strained travel at sub-light 

speeds will decrease the life expectancy of the generators. 

Engines: Dual Super-Quad 51J FTL “Bender” Drives.  These serve two purposes, they 

are use to move the vessel through space at sub-light speeds, such as impulse or 

thrusters.  They are also used to power and sustain the XQ99 Wormhole Generators to 

move across vast distances of space. 

Life Support: Life support systems on board include the following: 

 Oxygen/Breathable Air Generation: The Federation uses an 

organic/technological hybrid system to simulate what plants do on Earth.  These are 

coupled with back up tanks and generators in the case the primary systems go down.  

These modules last for approximately 100-200 years without stop, as long as they have 

an uninterrupted power supply. 

 Water Purification/Production: The Federation developed a system of recycling 

water and using reverse osmosis to create potable drinking water for its vessels.  At full 

crew requirements, running normal water use, this supply can sustain human life for 

approximately two years.  If rationing is put into effect in an emergency situation, the 

water supplies can be stretched to last as long as six years without resupply. 

 Food Production:  The Ventura Class Heavy Carrier comes with approximately 

two years worth of food products.  These last a normal sized crew for approximately two 

years without resupply and on rationing, can last as long as 5 years without resupply.  

Crew: 15,510 personnel. (I’m leaving it up to department heads to decide how their 

sections are staffed. 

Right now, this is what I see: 
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 2,000 Marines divided into two Battalions. 

 72 Pilots, 360 Fighter Technicians, 360 Weapons Specialists. 

At our current strength, including us – we have 12,711 personnel left to divide up 

between the sections and use as we see fit. 

Shift Work:   

 As of now, this is also something I’m leaving up to the Department Heads.  You 

can obviously run your sections as you see fit, as long as the mission drives on.  My 

original idea was a 4 shift system, but whatever you guys come up with is fine by me.  

As I’m the Captain, I’ll probably be on the bridge the majority of the time anyway.  No 

rest for the wicked.   

Medical Facilities: I’d really like DJMessiah to come up with what he needs for the 

medical staff and section, but I’m seeing two major sick “bays” for the crew.  During 

normal operation, one would be constantly staffed and used, during a conflict or period 

of heavy casualties, the other one could be brought online to help with the load.  

DJMessiah, this is your baby, so run with it.  Once we come up with something, I’ll add it 

in here for future generations to use and read. 

Science Facilities: There is one primary science lab on board the ship.  At any time, it 

is staffed by the following:  

 10 Exo-Paleontologists                                                                                                                

 10 Exo-Biologists 

 10 Exo-Zoologists 

 10 Cartographers 

 10 Historians 

Being that the Ventura Class is a warship; the crew came at the direct insistence of me 

and my friends in other parts of the Federation.  This is all we have, but they are 

valuable for our ongoing travels.  I don’t want to be a harbinger of war and I feel the 

experience of learning more about our universe will always be far more important than 

destroying the things in it. 

Weapons:  Carriers are usually accompanied by a flotilla of support craft, but the 

Penelope was intended to be a mobile weapons platform, a test run if you will of the 

Federation’s capabilities for force restructuring.  That being said, the current weapons 

load out is indicative a new mind set at Federation command. 
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ATTENTION!  Specifics on each system are classified higher than this manual will 

allow, thus they are not listed here, and instead only a short description of each 

is included.  ATTENTION! 

Close Range:  

 

Cluster fragmentation pods: "Grapeshot" (to overwhelm enemy boarders)  

 

Mobile Displacement Sinks:  "D-Sink Shot" (absorbs tremendous amount of energy to 

defeat shield systems)  

 

Plasma Lance Turrets: "Zone Killers" (sweeps target with high energy plasma in a 

constant beam)  

 

Long Range:  

 

50 Mag-Rail Magnetic Propulsion Turrets on both Port and Starboard "Broadside 

System" (pounds target with Iron bricks magnetically accelerated to incredible speeds)  

 

Smart-Core Fusion Warheads "Manhattans”: (fusion missiles capable of speeds up to 

25 G-forces)  

 

Heavy Destructor Missile Propulsion Pods "Quantum Busters": (built to overwhelm and 

irradiate, QBs have been tested on remote moons, resulting in shattered belts of debris)  

 

Mini-Wormhole Equipped Kinetic Projectiles "Luminals" : (tiny missiles fitted with 

miniature wormhole generators designed to enter a FTL state and revert to real-space 

at close to the speed of light to strike intended target. Maximum destruction guaranteed. 

*by human standards*)  

 

Defensive:  

 

Anti-Incoming Laser Bulbs "AILBs": (to liquefy incoming boarders or space debris)  

 

Reverse Inertia Pulse Fields "Repulsors": (bursts reflective Inertia fields to halt or 

reverse incoming kinetic projectiles, vulnerable to course correcting warheads)  

 

Anti-Warhead Close Range Chaff Pods "Chaff": (deploys and releases swarms of 
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homing quartzite shards near to enemy missiles to shred fast moving, course correcting 

warheads)  

Armor: The Ventura Class Heavy Carrier uses an inlaid meshwork within the 

buckypaper hull to help ward off the penetration capabilities of modern armor piercing 

projectiles.  Sensitive areas, such as the engine housing, the areas  around the fighter 

launch bays and the command superstructure have been fitted with a degree of extra 

armor to help ensure the chances of a hull breach are as minimal as possible. 

Shields: The Ventura Class Heavy Carrier has a system of six major shield generators 

located at strategic points on the hull (exact locations classified) which help support 

each other and the hull.  These are powered through way of the primary engine drives 

and if that fails, they have a power subsystem which can keep them active for 12 hours 

before shut off.  The ship also has on board navigational deflector shields which are 

very low on power consumption.  They are used primarily to sweep debris out of the 

path of the vessel to prevent collisions with micrometeorites and other floating space 

junk. 

Communications: The Ventura Class is outfitted with an onboard networking node 

which uplinks into the “Galactic Relay Network” the Earth Federation set up within a 

100ly radius out to its respective borders.    

This network allows for the following constants: 

Constant Real Time communications for out to 50ly.  

Near Real time for out to 50-100ly with a delay of 5s.  

Near Real time for out to 100-200lywith a delay of 10s. 

The ship also has a relay specifically for ship-to-ship communication which operates 

independently of the network if need be. 

The Communications systems operate on a constant rotating bandwidth mode, which 

can cover literally millions of frequencies and communication channels from several 

hundred different worlds in the galaxy. 

The Carrier is also outfitted with an uplink to the Galactic Interweb (similar to the 

“internet” for personnel communications with home and constant news updates.) 

Sensors:  The onboard sensor systems consist of navigational scanners, combat 

scanners, and focused scan science scanners. 

The following are the operational modes of the sensor systems on the Ventura class 

Carrier: 
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Passive Scan - This mode is for detecting any upcoming threats or anomalies to the 

ship and is always running, regardless of alert status or any other running modes the 

ship may be in.  

 

Active Scan - This mode is for directly scanning any vessels, objects, etc. the crew 

would like to know more about.  

 

Long-Range Scan - This is high on power consumption but is capable of presenting 

near-real time data of the surrounding 100ly of space when used. 

Storage Bays: The storage capability of the ship is massive, with enough space to 

store over 1,000 million metric tons of equipment and/or other things.  This capability is 

spread to cargo areas throughout the ship. 

On-Board Craft Complement:  The Ventura Class Carrier was designed with ship 

storage in mind.  That being said, there are a total of six primary launch bays, three on 

either side of the ship.  This allows for a squadron of star fighters (12 ships) to be 

located in each of the six bays at any time.  There are a total of 72 fighter craft stationed 

aboard the Ventura class carrier at any time. 

There is also a complement of 40 drop ships/boarding craft as well.  Each is capable of 

holding 50 marines to launch the full complement of 2,000 on board. 

There are 15 ship-to-surface shuttles located in a ring near the command superstructure 

for use by landing parties and teams not of a combat nature. 

 

 

(ANY UPDATES TO SPECIFICATIONS CAN BE ADDED WHENEVER WE CHOOSE, 

I AM ALWAYS OPEN TO DEBATE/CRITICISM AND TAKE THE ADVICE OF THE 

CREW.  IF YOU THINK WE NEED TO ADD/TAKE AWAY ANYTHING, LET ME 

KNOW.  THIS IS A LIVING DOCUMENT WHICH I HOPE TO PASS OFF AS TIME 

GOES ON AND THE STORY EVOLVES WITH THE CHARACTERS) 
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Ship Operations 

A crew of 15,510 personnel can be a blessing or a curse, depending on which side of 

the coin you look. 

For one, there will always be a lot of movement throughout the interior of the ship, 

people coming off shift, going on shift, moving to the various rec centers on their off-

time.  These operations procedures are intended to provide a Captain and his 

Department Heads with a means to effectively manage the large number of crew on 

board and to provide them with purpose and direction. 

Shift Work 

I expect the bridge crew to work a total of four shifts throughout the day. 

0000-0600 – Shift One (This is the shift I expect the junior crew members to be on the 

bridge so they can get their time in and have a hand in the operations of the vessel.) 

0600-1200 – Shift Two (I will come in sometime between 0600-0800 and work 

throughout this shift and the next one during my time on the bridge.  For these two 

shifts, I like to see more experienced personnel on the conn so if we run into any 

emergency situations, we can react quickly and decisively.) 

1200-1800 – Shift Three. 

1800-0000 – Shift Four. (Again, this is a shift we can use for junior crew members so 

they can get their time in.) 

As Captain, that is what I would like to see for the bridge crew.  Department heads are 

free to run their sections as they see fit.  We are operating on a military time 24 hour 

period for a “day.”  Do what you feel is necessary for your crews. 

Department Heads 

Department Heads are my “go to” guys.  You will be directly responsible for your 

specific crews, their shifts, their welfare, their utilization.  I will keep my hands out of 

your business in that regard.  I trust each of you can come up with appropriate work 

schedules for your crews at any given time. 

The following link leads to a page were you can see the rank structures of the US Navy 

and the US Marine Corps. 

If you guys want to come up with another system of ranks for the crews, please let me 

know. 

http://www.defenselink.mil/specials/insignias/officers.html  

http://www.defenselink.mil/specials/insignias/officers.html
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It is pretty detailed, with pictures and descriptions.  I will also include this in the main 

thread so you guys can access it through those means as well.  I think the normal ranks 

for the Navy should work fine as well as for the marines on board.  I’m always open for 

suggestions, though. 

Departments: 

The major departments on the ship are as follows: 

 Command and Command Staff 

 Science 

 Communications 

 Navigation 

 Engineering 

 Security 

 Medical 

 Marines 

 Star Fighters 

 Supply 

Operational Modes 

Normal:  This is the normal operational mode for the ship.  Crews follow their normal 

shifts.  Shields are down, except for navigational deflectors and the generators are 

offline.  Weapons are also offline.  Ready fighters* are ready but not manned. 

*1 of each of the six squadrons will rotate through a “ready fighter” duty lasting about 2 

weeks a turn.  The ready fighters’ crews are on direct standby to get in their craft and 

launch in under 5  minutes from time of order. 

Standby Alert:  This operational mode is typically used when the CO or another ranking 

officer believes there is a slight potential for danger to the ship.  Shield generators are 

brought online, but not “up”.  Weapons are brought online, but not loaded.  The pilots of 

the ready fighters are expected to be near their ships, if not in them for the order to 

launch.  The on-shift crew is expected to be ready to engage any threat to the ship 

during this period.  High-res scans of the area are conducted at periodic intervals. 
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Full Alert Code 1: This alert status is ordered in the face of imminent threat to the ship 

and her crew from another capital ship or ships.  The weapons are brought fully online 

and loaded, the shields are raised and the ready fighters are launched* (if it is deemed 

necessary to combat other fighter craft).  The Captain can reserve the right to hold the 

fighters if he feels their launch would put their pilots in undue danger for no good 

reason.  Primary and Secondary shifts are alerted and moved to their designated battle 

stations.  The ready force of marines are brought to combat status and ready to load 

boarding craft if necessary.   

Full Alert Code 2: This alert status is ordered in the face of imminent threat to the ship 

from within.  If the ship has been boarded or a severe security risk is determined, the 

ship will cease operational functions and all major control stations will be coded and 

locked.  A combined detail of security personnel and marines will be used to secure all 

sensitive areas and a contingent will be used to search the interior of the vessel.  Ready 

fighters are not needed in this case, unless there is some type of unauthorized craft 

launch from the ship. 

Code Brown: This is called only when it is expected the ship will have to crash land on a 

planet’s surface.  Crew members are expected to follow their training and brace 

themselves and their equipment for hard impact on a surface.  Engine drives are 

jettisoned before the ship makes atmosphere to ensure a resulting explosion doesn’t 

occur. 

Code Green: Used as a “secret code” from the Captain.  If the Captain is in duress on a 

mission and he still has a means to contact the ship in front of the enemy, Code Green 

alerts the staff that there is a serious problem and he is in trouble. 

 

This is a working document and I intend it to change and grow with time.  Expect 

to see updated versions in the near future.  I hope this helps with understanding 

anything I may say while on the ship.     Look forward to long months of serving 

as the Captain of the USS Penelope 

 

 

 

CPT mf_luder 

USS Penelope 

Commanding 


